WANT AN EXCITING CAREER?
LOOK DOWN UNDER
Petro Heads, Geo Junkies
and Tech Heads please apply!

Best in field,
not best dressed!

DUG employs specialists in all areas of

Diversity at DUG means more to

Geo Sciences, plus we have a technical

us than a mix of gender and

research and development team. We don’t

nationalities, (although we pride

just look for people who can do their job

ourselves on that mix too!).

well, we look for people who love what they
do and are the best in their field.

The people who work for us can feel
comfortable enough to express their

You could find a career path in any one of

personalities freely and openly. We don’t

our service divisions:

enforce strict dress codes, corporate suits

Seismic Processing
Full Waveform Inversion (FWI)

or fussy rules. We want a culture where our

To us, graduates are
just trainee geniuses.

people are able to think, work and create to

We invest a lot into our people. We are

the best of their abilities.

Depth Imaging

committed to developing the best possible
career paths for each and every employee.

Petrophysics
Quantitative Interpretation

Nine to five, or five to nine.

Our graduates get one-on-one attention to

Geostatistical Depth Conversion

At DUG our team is truly important to us.
We have high expectations of our people

access to ongoing training to keep them

DUG Software

and encourage them to deliver 100%

Or we have opportunties in other roles such
as finance, marketing, HR, computing and

try to give a little too. We understand that
individuals like to work in different ways.

In fact, for the true geo junkie, petro head

part time employment and being able to

the position to suit the skills. So don’t wait
for us to advertise a position that suits
you, apply anyway and we’ll see what we
can do.

ahead of the field.

effort. In return, we don’t just take but we

software sales.

or tech head we’ve been known to tailor

develop their potential. And all staff have

Many of our staff enjoy flexible work hours,
work from their preferred location around

A company on the move
means you can too!
DUG currently has offices in Perth,
London, Houston and Kuala Lumpur. We

the world.

are experiencing an exciting period of

It’s our way of encouraging the best in the

opportunities for our employees, new and

business to stay with us. And it works!

| www.dug.com

tremendous growth which means loads of
existing.

